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I. What ism. interpersonal style at 1/others perceive it in this group? See A-14
the distributive model (below).

A
/\

EXPLANATIOW
At emotionally ,.4npaapive, low,-level social sanction (fear of "What will the
others think of me 'f(desire, (or "What should I do ac the others 1411 think
well of me?"). Here is relative freedom from criticism/compliment, "free"
1;ere being a neutral term, i.e0 leaving open in the particular situation
whether I should be free of or bound by a porticular social sanction (lifestyle, custom, law, rule, configuration of relationship, set of expectations).
but "freedom" also in this good senee; from the neurotic or ignorant need to
impose one's style on the others (since humane so differ in baeic style, for
geletic-tkisrorical-socialevolitional reasons).
B: y..2112121, leaving open whether in this aituation that's good or bad (and also
leaving open the possibility that this le ft valid life-scyle, as in the 1$toic
philosopher).
Cz "If you caner. say aomerfein8 k+ice obcut a person (1 ,.;n 4 e say anyOJng." rhinking-upeakingerela4ag limited to the posieive, the affirmative, ehe complirhe weIlkn-own Waspy formula for intrapoychic
mentary ¼passive and activel.
alienation of attention-consciousness from the emotions, guaranteeing inauthentic human relatimis, the "keep the lid on" style of handling problems
(avoi4ing conflict), and the inevitahle explosions (often_ceuel).
O: often the situation when "C" explodee—followed by oscillation between "C"
and "D." Dominantly regwr ive.
2. What is ou.E_Arnmp 2 s scyle (a-b)?

.3. What are the variables in this situation?
—.my personality type
...others' personality types
gxoup 9 s domi -nant life-style
•
• ..the evecit itseif (the situation were addressing)

4„ Au', methods of realitx-testing should we use

5.

in this aituation?

sdapLation Should ifwe bhitffcrnr

om my/or "oormal,p here?
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